LEARN. GROW. INFLUENCE.

BECOME A PDK MEMBER TODAY

“PDK represents the intersection of camaraderie, innovation, and confrontation of real education issues.”

– Daphne Chandler, PDK Member

PDK members are part of a community of educators who are passionate about engaging in the important conversations happening in education today, and strengthening the profession so that every student thrives. As a PDK member you will:

- **Learn** about the most cutting-edge research in education with access to resources like *Kappan* magazine and the PDK Poll.
- **Grow** your skill set, no matter where you are in your career through ongoing professional development opportunities such curriculum audit training and the PDK Travel Program.
- **Influence** the national conversation on education through our national network of educators.

Visit PDKAssociation.org to learn more.

800-766-1156 | memberservices@pdkintl.org